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Nonprofit, educational, and 
personal uses are generally 
favored fair uses while 
commercial uses are less likely to 







Factual works, published works 
and scientific articles (factual in 
nature) more likely considered fair 
use than creative, imaginative, 






• Effect on Potential MarketExcerpt, extract, clip or small 
portion  (e.g. only part needed for 
educational purposes) more likely 
qualifies as fair use. Entire work 







Economic harm or diminished 
market for owner of copyright 



























Fair Use Not Fair Use
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scc/tutorial/copyuse/worksheet.pdf









Fair Use Not Fair Use
Nature of Copyrighted Work
Factual





Fair Use Not Fair Use







of the work 
Fair Use Not Fair Use
Effect of Use on Market or Value 
of Work
After first 3 factors,



























































































• Focus on Education
• Notification of Copyright Ownership to Learners
? Technological Measures to Prevent Retention
• Encryption of Transmitted Content


























 Yes, porti...  Yes, if no...  Yes, facul...  No, access...
A. Yes, portion comparable to 
amount used in F2F class.
B. Yes, if not part of a 
commercial work sold for 
online use
C. Yes, faculty member posts 
notice of copyright.
D. No, access not limited to 
the just class.
TEACH Act Checklist
• No commercial works designed for online 
instruction.
• No pirated or unlawfully made copies.
• Digital performance or display must be part of 
mediated instruction.
• Use software tools to protect access and prevent 
students from retaining.
• Notify students that works may be subject  to 
copyright protection.
Using Work of Others in Instruction?
• Covered by Copyright?
• Covered by Fair Use?
• Covered by TEACH Act?
• If Not, Get Permission
The Reasonable Good Faith Fair Use 
Defense
• Employees of Nonprofit Institutions 
• Reasonable, Good Faith Determination
• Court Must Remit Statutory Damages
Resources (1)
• U.S. Copyright Office and Copyright Law of the 
United States, see 
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/ 
• NewsNet, see  http://www.copyright.gov/newsnet/
• Congressional Research Services, Copyright 
Exemptions for Distance Education: 17 U.S.C. §
110(2), the Technology, Education, and Copyright 
Harmonization Act of 2002, see 
https://www.policyarchive.org/bitstream/handle/1
0207/2893/RL33516_20060706.pdf?sequence=1 
Resources (2)
• North Carolina State University Fair Use Worksheet, 
see 
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scc/tutorial/copyuse/work
sheet.pdf 
• Consortium of College and University Media 
Centers, “Educational Multimedia Fair Use 
Guidelines,” see 
http://ccumc.org/system/files/MMFUGuides.pdf 
• The TEACH Toolkit, see 
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/scc/legislative/teachkit/ba
ckground.html 
Resources (3)
• Copyright Term & the Public Domain in the United 
States, see 
http://www.lib.umn.edu/copyright/PDchart.phtml 
• Fair Use Analysis Tool, University of Minnesota, see 
http://www.lib.umn.edu/copyright/checklist.phtml 
• History of Copyright, see 
http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ1a.html 
• Fundamentals of Fair Use and Copyright, California 
State University, Office of General Counsel, see 
http://www.calstate.edu/gc/docs/fair_use.doc 
